
Anything is Possible with Foundry
GRAYNE SHINGLE



5" Grayne | Cape Grey (401)
On the cover, 7.5" Grayne | Aged Grey (451)



Grayne® Shingle Siding
As Real As It Gets 
Foundry is excited to offer Grayne Shingle Siding, a line of siding that is the choice of discerning builders 

looking for a custom cedar appearance. 

Foundry’s Grayne Shingle Siding perfectly replicates the look of cedar with its undeniable curb appeal and 

true-to-life, weathered color selection. It features a realistic wood grain that you have to see and touch for 

yourself to truly appreciate. Grayne Shingle Siding offers more than exceptional curb appeal – it’s also easy 

to install with minimal waste and little maintenance. 

7.5" Grayne | Aged Grey (451)



Cape Grey (401)Autumn Shade (402)

Lakeside Blue (403) Ridge Moss (404) Aspen Brown (405)

Mountain Ash (457)

5" White Cedar
Foundry's 5" White Cedar color palette incorporates the subtle color gradations and variations in the grain of 

plain-sawn shingles, giving the striking appearance of true cedar from every angle. Instantly get the look of 

aged cedar without any of the maintenance that accompanies real wood.

Aspen Brown (405)

Actual Colors may vary from printed representation.



7.5" Red Cedar
What makes natural cedar shingles so striking is the color variance found in the woodgrain. That’s why  

7.5" Red Cedar offers six warm and welcoming cedar colors that have light and dark points like cedar found 

in nature. Ranging from stained looks to aged cedar, it’s easy to find the perfect match for any project. 

Mountain Ash (457) Rustic Slate (458) Treated Cedar (453)

Aged Grey (451) Harvest Shade (456) Heritage Grey (455)

Actual Colors may vary from printed representation.

Treated Cedar (453)



5" Grayne | Cape Grey (401)



Moisture-resistant cellular PVC provides 

maximum water management when 

installed correctly. You can choose to stick 

with their brilliant white color or paint 

them to match any surrounding elements.

Create a professional appearance utilizing 

TruExterior accessories as the perfect 

complement to Foundry Siding. These poly-

ash accessories are easy to cut, require no 

end sealing or special adhesives and can be 

painted any color including dark hues.

Mid-America® mount blocks and utility vents 

are available in solid colors to match Foundry 

Siding and produce a clean, consistent finished 

look for all side wall penetrations, including 

exterior lighting and utility accessories.

Accessories and Trim
Providing aesthetic advantages, and a look that will last a lifetime, the following attention grabbing 

accessories are designed to match Foundry Specialty Siding.
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5" Grayne | Lakeside Blue (403)

CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMANCE PHYSICAL DATA
Length: Total length tolerance  +/- 0.010

Width: Total width tolerance +/- 0.005

Thickness (nominal):  All panels exceed requirements per ASTM D3679

Camber Tolerance:  <1/8

Heat Shrinkage Tolerance:  <3.0%

Impact Resistance:  72 in lb +

Surface Distortion:  None at 120˚ F

Weathering:  Meets the weathering standard in ASTM D3679  
using ASTM D 1435 procedure.

CERTIFICATIONS AND CODE COMPLIANCES:
Code Compliance Research Report CCRR-0241

California State Fire Marshall (WUI) CFM 12-7A-1

Compliant to ASTM D3679

Compliant to ASTM D5206

SIDING & ACCESSORIES
TRIM & MOULDINGS
ROOFING
STONE
WINDOWS
OUTDOOR LIVING 
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